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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to develop an effective incident management system for
Taiwan Freeway system, which can aid to formulate various rescue plans upon
emergency. Through extensive survey in the first stage, this study reviews the normal
rescue processes including the scope of the tasks, the technique alternatives, and
constraints that are likely to occur as the system is developed in Taiwan. Then, a series
of standard procedures for various types and degrees of incidents are proposed for
agencies to establish an effective and well-organized rescue teamwork command.
Finally, a computer-aided decision support system is developed for agencies in dealing
with all the aspects of the incident management system, such as detection and
verification for emergency call, emergency response for multi-agency, site management,
incident clearance, and motorist information.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The freeway system is the primary means of the transportation in Taiwan. Due to
deteriorating traffic condition caused by traffic incidents, the system sometimes
provides only limited degree of mobility. Once a non-recurrent incident happens, the
consequences of traffic impact usually include dramatic changes in traffic demand and
incident duration. Therefore, an effective alternative should restore the traffic in
normal condition as soon as possible, which in terms of reducing the response time in
all aspects upon types of mayday, such as emergency detection, verification, and
Since the rescue task needs team works by
resources dispatching as well.
multi-agencies, to integrate the efforts of inter-agency is another important issue.
From the dispatch center's point of views, this study focuses on How to reduce the
impact of incidents on traffic congestion and to improve the management of incident is
the focus of this study. The purpose of this study is to aid the formulation of the
framework for developing an effective incident management system in Taiwan Freeway
system. It discusses the issues that must be addressed and the types of decisions and
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